ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT PLAN
This environmental management plan was developed to ensure that
appropriate environmental practices are identified and implemented
during the various stages of an exploration project. This EMP is a working
document that is periodically reviewed and amended throughout the
project life to reflect changing environmental conditions and
developments.
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1. PROJECT OVERVIEW
1.1.

Proponent Details

ABM Resources NL (ABM) is a publicly listed company (Australian Stock Exchange code
ABU), currently operating at the Twin Bonanza gold project as well as exploring granted
exploration licences purchased from Tanami Gold NL (TNGL), and Newmont Tanami Pty Ltd
(Newmont). ABM also purchased Australian Tenement Holdings Pty Ltd (ATH) previously
owned by Newmont, which is now a wholly owned subsidiary of ABM. ABM’s Tenement
holding covers over 15,000 km² in the Tanami region. ABM’s landholding changes frequently
through an on-going cycle of tenure application or acquisition, exploration and
relinquishment or divestment.
The following EMP has been developed for ABM’s exploration activities in the Tanami
project region.
Key Personnel/Contacts
Mr Matt Briggs
Mr Neil Jones
Ms Jutta Zimmermann
Ms Gillian McBain

Managing Director.
Exploration Manager
CFO
Tenement Manager

mbriggs@abmresources.com.au
njones@abmresources.com.au
jzimmermann@abmresources.com.au
gmcbain@abmresources.com.au

ABM Resources NL
ABN: 58 009 127 020
Level 1, 141 Broadway
NEDLANDS
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 6009
Telephone: +61 8 9423 9777
Facsimile: +61 8 9423 9733
Email: admin@abmresources.com.au

1.2.

Location of Project

ABM’s exploration projects are located in the broader Tanami Desert region of the Northern
Territory. The Tanami project area is located in an area bounded on the western margin by
the Northern Territory / West Australian border, north to Birrindudu and south to the Granites
Gold Mine, as illustrated in Figure 1. The Tanami Project falls entirely within the Tanami
bioregion. The closest major settlement is Halls Creek located in Western Australia,
approximately 260km to the northwest.
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Figure 1: Location of ABM's Exploration Projects in the Northern Territory
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1.3.

Existing Environment

1.3.1. Geology
The Tanami Bioregion comprises mainly red Quaternary sandplains overlying Permian and
Proterozoic strata which are exposed locally as hills and ranges. Alluvial and lacustrine calcareous
deposits occur throughout (DLRM, 2015). The Tanami exploration project lies mostly within the
Granites-Tanami geological region; the region consists of two major Precambrian tectonic units –
The Granites-Tanami block and the Birrindudu Basin (Wilford, 2003). The oldest rocks in the region
are associated with the Granites-Tanami Block and include lower Proterozoic variably
metamorphosed sedimentary and volcanic rocks (siltstone, arenite, greywacke, conglomerate,
pyhllite, schist, banded chert, amphibolite, basalt, ironstone, and acid porphyry). Also included are
lower to middle Proterozoic granites and acid volcanics (acid porphyry rocks), (Wilford, 2003). The
Birrindudu Basin sediments consist of arenites, siltsone, limestone, shale, sandstone, stromatolitic
chert and conglomerate. These Proterozoic rocks are overlain by the Cambrian Antrim Plateau
Volcanics (tholeiitic basalt, minor tuffaceous sandstone, arenite and stromatolitic chert) and Upper
Cambrian shallow marine and terrestrial sediments (limestone, sandstone and mudstone), (Wilford,
2003).
The bioregion and the majority of all exploration leases are characterised by level to undulating
sand plains consisting of red sands (the Coolindie land system). Within a small number of leases
minor areas include (
Figure 2):


Stony plateaux, tablelands and hills on sandstone, quartzite, siltstone and conglomerate
(deeply weathered in places); outcrop with shallow stony soils (Atlas_B5 land system)



Salt pans with waterlogged saline clays and fringing (Altas_SV10 land system)



Plateaux, plains and rises on sandstone, claystone, shale and limestone; outcrop with
shallow stony soils (Winnecke land system).

Figure 2: (Left): Location of the Granites‐Tanami Region. (Right): Digital elevation model, major palaeochannel shown in white.
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1.3.2. Tanami Bioregion Hydrology
No permanent surface water is located in the Tanami exploration region. Ferricrete-capped deep
weathering profiles are incised into deeply weathered Proterozoic to Mesozoic bedrock, indicating
incision of an extensive perennial river network during previous wetter climates. Cenozoic surficial
deposits of aeolian sand, alluvial sand/silt/clay, gravel, calcrete, silcrete and minor evaporite are
widespread and form relatively thick sequences in the Cenozoic-filled palaeodrainage network.
The Cenozoic palaeodrainage system in the Tanami Region forms a network of topographic
depressions with broad trunk palaeochannels and narrow higher-order palaeochannels, with
evidence for significant tectonic disruption and diversion. Domahidy (1990) identified two large
Cenozoic palaeochannels (hereafter referred to as palaeochannels) in the region, one westtrending and the other south-trending, which converge between Rabbit Flat and Tanami Downs
and then head southwards towards Lake Mackay, incorporating additional tributaries on the way.
The location of the main palaeochannels are shown in Figure 3.
The calcrete in the system is 400 km long and about 2 km wide and approximately 10 m deep. It
can yield up to 10 L/sec of saline water from the main channel, fresh to brackish water from
channel margins and freshwater in some tributaries. Bores in alluvial sand and gravel yield about 5
L/s. Proteozoic and Paleozoic rocks may yield up to 1 or 2 L/sec of fresh to brackish water.
Domadihy (1990) concluded that the palaeodrainage or palaeochannel deposits are major aquifers
capable of providing good yields. Alluvial channels forming aquifers containing unconsolidated
sand and gravel within the Tanami mine borefield are considered to be capable of delivering
borehole yields of up to 5 L/s. Where calcrete and silcrete are present, yields could potentially be
increased.
Seasonal creeks and ephemeral lakes exist over parts of the project area. Surface water can be
found in rock holes for a considerable time after rain.
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Figure 3: Location of major trunk palaeochannels in bedrock in the Tanami region.

1.3.3. Current Land Use
Throughout the exploration projects in the Northern Territory there are very few residential
populations and overall the majority of land use is pastoralism. Tourism and gold mining are large
industries within the NT region.

The majority of land use in the Tanami Bioregion is pastoralism and indigenous use. Within the
Tanami Bioregion two major Indigenous Protected Areas (IPA) have been established, the
Southern Tanami and the Northern Tanami, see Figure 4 below.
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Figure 4: Protected Areas in the Tanami Region (Source: Cth, 2015)
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2. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
2.1.

Environmental Policy and Management System

ABM’s environmental management framework is shaped by:




ABM’s Environmental Management System (EMS), a three tiered system with Corporate
Policies (Community and Environment Policy) at the top, setting out the goals of the
system. The second tier comprises the EMS, determining how the system should run,
which is outlined in detail in the Environmental Performance and Management Standards.
Finally, the third tier comprises the Specific Management Plans which details precisely how
ABM achieves their environmental standards and goals.
ABM’s exploration EMP is informed by ABM’s EMS and feeds back to ABM’s EMS. The
exploration EMP forms part of ABM’s Specific Management Plans, see Figure 5 below.

ABM Community and
Environment Policy
ABM Environmental Management
Standards and Performance
Standards

Biodiversity
Management
Plan

Waste Rock
Dump
Management
Plan

Air Quality
and Noise
Managment
Plan

Ground
Disturbance
Management
Plan

Water
Management
Plan

Exploration
EMP

Figure 5: ABM's Environmental Management Framework

An EMS is a structured system designed to help organisations manage their environmental
impacts and improve environmental performance caused by their products, services and activities
(AS/NZS ISO 14001:2004). An EMS has been developed by ABM Resources NL (ABM), to identify
and manage environmental impacts associated with ABM’s operations, which include exploration,
construction, mining, processing, and decommissioning.
ABM’s exploration EMP is aligned to the EMS and therefore the EMP applies to all ABM
exploration activities and includes all ABM employees, all contractors and their employees, other
third parties and visitors. Contractors performing services for ABM will be required to adopt
measures which comply with these management systems/plans.

2.2.

Environmental Risk Assessment

Refer to relevant MMP.
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2.3.

Environmental Responsibilities

All persons have a General Environmental Duty to prevent environmental harm, or, where
environmental harm is observed, to report all incidents with the potential to cause environmental
harm to their manager or a Senior Exploration Geologist. When required under Section 29 of the
Mining Management Act environmental incidents will be reported to the DPIR by senior ABM
personnel with incidents outside the exploration leases reported to Northern Territory. Environment
Protection Authority.
The allocation of responsibilities for implementation of environmental management tasks is shown
in Table 2, followed by a description of environmental responsibility for each role in Table 3.
Table 1: Showing environmental responsibilities in exploration team

Responsibility

Personnel

Monitor overall performance

Exploration Manager

Ensure regulatory compliance (external)

Exploration Manager

Ensure the EMP compliance (internal)

Senior Geologist

Update and maintain the EMP

Exploration Team

Ensure continuous improvement

Exploration Team

Develop and maintain environmental
management procedures

Senior Geologist

Table 2: Showing the roles and responsibilities for EMP implementation

Position/Role

Responsibility

Exploration
Manager

Be informed of the requirements of this EMP
Be aware that the EMP is to be updated, finalised and approved by DPIR
Review and update the EMP every twelve months or as required (if more frequent)
e.g. significant changes to activities and management are proposed
Review and monitor environmental performance at regular intervals / meetings / hold
points etc.
Induct and train staff and / or contractors so they are able to meet ABM’s
requirements, the requirements of the EMP, and follow the necessary procedures
Ensure that the management and staff are familiar with the EMP and aware of their
responsibilities and the consequences of their actions
Inform the Logistics Manager and / or Project Geologists of any site specific
environmental performance related requirements (i.e. guidelines and procedures)
Required to be notified of any major environmental incidents and review the
management procedures in place to deal with such occurrences
Report any complaints received related to the undertaking of the works and to
investigate the complaint.
Ensure all ABM staff are undertaking works in compliance with the final EMP and
understand their responsibilities under the EMP (including inductions)
In the event of a non-conformance with the requirements of this EMP, the Senior
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Geologist is to make certain corrective actions are implemented satisfactorily and in
an appropriate timeframe.
Monitor non-compliance and review management procedures if a problem persists
Facilitate the monitoring / reporting of incidents that may impact on the surrounding
environment
In the event that a complaint is shown to be legitimate, undertake appropriate actions
to prevent further complaints

Exploration
Manager

Ensure that the management and staff are familiar with the EMP and aware of their
responsibilities and the consequences of their actions
Provide guidance and advice to staff with regard to environmental management
requirements
Where necessary, coordinate and/or assist in the response to environmental incidents
Report all incidents with the potential to cause serious environmental harm to the
Environmental Manager and where necessary to DPIR and as required NT EPA
To ensure that all relevant licences/permits/approvals are in place prior to any works
that requires them

Project
Geologist

Carry out work in accordance with the requirements of the final EMP;
Make all staff and Contractors aware of the requirements of the final EMP and any
ABM site specific procedures;
Consider and advise on matters specified in the requirements of this plan and comply
with such requirements
Keep a register of all environmental accidents/incidents, non-conformances and
complaints
Provide the Senior Geologist with a copy of all documented accidents/incidents, nonconformances and complaints.
Carry out environmental audits/inspections/monitoring to verify compliance with the
EMP.
Carry out compliance investigations and report complaint investigation findings to the
Senior Geologist.
Report all non-conformances to the Senior Geologist in accordance with the set
procedure.
Correct all non-conformances to the satisfaction of the Environmental Manager in the
timeframe specified
Report on the implementation and effectiveness of corrective actions specified by the
Senior Geologist or implemented to ensure correction of non-compliances;
Identify, obtain and hold on site any other license, permit, certificate or approval
needed to undertake work.
Train field staff so they are able to implement the requirements of the final EMP.

Site Personnel

Carry out work in accordance with the requirements of the final EMP
Comply with all permits, approvals and subsequent plans associated with these works
Comply with all relevant legislation, guidelines and standards
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2.4.

Environmental Management Plans

The EMP is organised around each of the below environmental elements (water, air quality &
noise, ground disturbance, fauna, weed, non-mineralised waste, hazardous materials, fire, biting
insects, erosion and sediment control, archaeological and heritage sites and rehabilitation) and the
exploration activities that may impact each element. Management of elements is structured as
table following a description of each element.

ENVIRONMENTAL ELEMENT
Objective

The guiding environmental management objective/s and activities that apply to the
element.

Target

Sets the benchmarks by which the successes of the management strategies are
judged.

Actions

The procedures to be employed to ensure that the relevant objectives are met.

Monitoring

The process of measuring actual performance, or how well the objective has been
achieved. This includes the format, timing and responsibility for reporting and
auditing of the monitoring results

Review &
Reporting

The action to be implemented in the case of non-compliance. This includes
strategies of remediation and the person(s) responsible for the actions

2.4.1. Water Management
Dependent on the location of the exploration activity, water is sourced from the established
Wilson’s camp, competitors mine site, registered community bore, or pastoral station. The use of
water from a community bore or pastoral station will only occur where logistically necessary and
once permission has been given by the bore owner.
Water required for the exploration program, will range from 100L to 10,000L per day depending on
personnel numbers and drilling techniques and will be trucked to site either using a light vehicle
and trailer tank or light truck.
Daily water use projections are as follows;
1. Mobile Camp on average 1,000 L daily, which includes drinking, kitchen, showers, toilets
and other requirements.
2. When drilling occurs water consumption may increase to approximately 5,000 L daily to
cater for a drill crew and drilling requirements
3. A maximum daily use of 10,000 L a day is expected for diamond drilling. ABM does not
regularly drill diamond drill holes, and the majority of water will be untreated bore water.
Water use will be monitored and recorded to provide an accurate level of water consumption. This
will in turn give an accurate measure of logistics required in this remote region.
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WATER MANAGEMENT
OBJECTIVES

To maximise the efficient use of water.
To minimise adverse effects to groundwater through extraction.

TARGETS

Limit water usage to only that which is required
All water requirements met by utilising either bores from nearby local
communities, established mine camps or pastoral stations.

ACTIONS

Seek all required approvals for the extraction
Appropriate storage and handling of water to minimise waste.
Appropriate clearing methods to minimise potential risk of introducing
chemicals into local water sources.

MONITORING

Monitoring and recording of all water usages

REVIEW &
REPORTING

Review of project data at the end of the field season.
Reporting of monitoring data in annual update of MMP.
Report any significant issues as an incident to DPIR, in accordance with
Section 29 of the Mining Management Act.

2.4.2. Air Quality & Noise Management
Given the remote location, short period of operation and scale of the proposed activities, the risk of
impacts associated with air quality and noise/vibration are considered to be very low.
AIR QUALITY & NOISE MANAGEMENT
OBJECTIVES

Minimise air and noise emissions as well as minimise dust.

TARGETS

No complaints from staff, contractors or the public.

ACTIONS

Clear vegetation progressively and conservatively to minimise cleared areas
and ensure majority of areas are still vegetated and undisturbed.
Rehabilitation as soon as possible to stabilise any areas exposed or
disturbed to minimise dust generation.
Whenever possible, avoid conducting dust generating activities during high
wind speed conditions (drilling to use dust suppression).
Undertake regular maintenance of all machinery and vehicles.
Limit vehicle, plant and machinery speeds to reduce dust.

MONITORING

Complaints received will be recorded and attended to promptly. On receiving
a complaint, works will be reviewed to determine whether issues relating to
the complaint could be avoided or minimised. Feedback will be provided to
the complainant explaining what outcomes resulted.
Records in Environmental Observations and Incident Register.

REVIEW &
REPORTING

Report any significant issues as an incident to DPIR, in accordance with
Section 29 of the Mining Management Act.
Review of any observations / incidents in annual MMP reporting.
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2.4.3. Ground Disturbance Management

GROUND DISTURBANCE MANAGEMENT
OBJECTIVES

To minimise disturbance to vegetation and soil as far as possible.
To avoid disturbance to key vegetation communities that may impact on
significant fauna species.

TARGETS

No disturbance to key vegetation communities.
Minimise disturbance of areas with higher risk of soil erosion.
No damage to Desert Walnut, Bloodwood and minimal disturbance to
mature trees exceeding two metres, as required under Aboriginal Land
Access agreements.

ACTIONS

Inductions, training and supervision of exploration personnel to ensure
clearing is kept to a minimum.
Utilise existing roads, tracks, fence lines or open cross country routes to gain
access into a tenement or prospect area.
Avoid long straight traverses and follow contours as much as possible.
Use of appropriate machinery where practicable.
Always use blade up clearing techniques that cut vegetation at the stem
while leaving the root stock in situ, thus minimising soil disturbance.
Where possible, avoid clearing drill lines by traversing cross country. Utilise
solid tyres for drilling equipment and support vehicles.
Avoid significant vegetation by altering the positioning of tracks, pads and
camps.
Limit drill pads and trench sizes to reflect operational requirements whilst
achieving minimal disturbance.
Field personnel to be familiar with identification of Desert Walnut and
Bloodwood species (i.e. through induction process) and avoid areas
containing these species.
Avoid field activities during wet conditions to minimise risk of
vehicle/equipment bogging.

MONITORING

Regular inspections of work sites, tracks and camp areas, including photo
monitoring.
Records in Environmental Observations and Incident Register.

REVIEW &
REPORTING

Report any significant disturbance to key vegetation communities as an
incident to DPIR, in accordance with Section 29 of the Mining Management
Act.
Review of monitoring data and summary of disturbance activities in annual
MMP reporting.
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2.4.4. Fauna Management
FAUNA MANAGEMENT
OBJECTIVES

To minimise disturbance and potential impact to fauna as far as practicable.
To avoid introduction of non-native fauna species.
To avoid interaction with fauna as far as practicable.

TARGETS

No impact on native fauna (i.e. injuries or death), especially species of
conservation significance.
No introductions of non-native fauna species.
No loss of viable topsoil during clearing processes
No vegetation clearing beyond approvals

ACTIONS

To dissuade dingoes and other scavengers from entering camps, food
scraps are to be burnt, standing water is to be avoided and feeding and any
other interaction with fauna is not permitted.
Field personnel are prohibited from killing or attempting to handle snakes
and any other fauna. Dangerous snakes are encouraged to leave the camp
or worksite and if this is unsuccessful, they may be relocated unharmed.
Field personnel are not permitted to bring any domesticated animals to the
Project Area and are prohibited from interacting or interfering with any wild
fauna.
Areas proposed to be cleared for tracks or future drill pads are inspected for
burrows prior to vegetation clearing. If any sign of habitation of bilby or
mulgara are detected within the proposed areas of disturbance the areas will
be avoided,
Keep vehicle speeds to a minimum and avoid driving during periods of peak
fauna activity (e.g. sunrise/sunset, night-time).
Vehicles and equipment entering/leaving the Project Area will be inspected
and cleaned to lower the probability transporting small species of introduced
animals (e.g. rodents, ants).

MONITORING

Regular inspections of work sites, tracks and camp areas.
GPS coordinates and photographs of suspected evidence of significant
fauna, such as scats, tracks, scratchings or burrows, are to be recorded by
field personnel.
Records in Environmental Observations and Incident Register.

REVIEW &
REPORTING

Report any significant fauna deaths (i.e. species of conservation
significance) as an incident to DPIR, in accordance with requirements of
Section 29 of the Mining Management Act.
Report any high density populations of feral animals (e.g. camels) to
government authorities (e.g. DLRM).
Review of data and summary of fauna injuries/deaths in annual MMP
reporting.
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2.4.5. Waste Management

WASTE MANAGEMENT
OBJECTIVES

To avoid and minimise the production of waste.
To prevent wastes from contaminating the surrounding environment.
To manage and control disposal of all wastes.
To maximise the recycling/re-use of waste wherever possible.

TARGETS

ACTIONS

Achieve efficient waste management by:
 optimising the processes/products that produce minimal waste
requiring disposal
 not contaminating surrounding environment
 maximising the principles of avoid, reduce, reuse and recycle
wherever possible
 safely disposing of non-reusable and non-recyclable materials.
Employ principles of avoid, reduce, reuse and recycle wherever possible.
All non-biodegradable waste (e.g. plastic, steel, aluminium) is removed from
drill sites and mobile camp and relocated to Wilsons Camp or a waste
recycling facility (i.e. Alice Springs Council Waste Site or Halls Creek Waste
Facility).
Certain waste materials (i.e. cardboard, food scraps) will be burnt on site in a
designated burn pit to reduce the risk of attracting fauna.
Waste that may cause contamination (e.g. waste oils) is to be stored
appropriately (see Dangerous Goods Management) and removed from site
for disposal of at a suitable facility in Halls Creek or Alice Springs.
Waste water from toilets will be managed via a leach system. Grey water
from showers and kitchen caravan will be sent from an approved portable
septic tank to a leach drain away from camp as approved by the Department
of Health.

MONITORING

Regular inspections/audits by the Senior Exploration Geologist of camp and
operational areas to ensure that waste is being managed appropriately.
Records kept of waste disposed to licenced facilities.

REVIEW &
REPORTING

Include summary of inspections/audits and waste management activities
(including recycling) in annual MMP update.
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2.4.6. Hazardous Materials Management
Apart from hydrocarbons (i.e. fuel and oils), there will be no storage of large volumes of
hazardous materials in the Tanami and North Arunta projects.
Generally the scale of work programs for fly camps is such that no bulk storage of fuel is
required and storage is limited to 200 litre drums of diesel fuel, 1,000L – 2,000L trailer
mounted self-bunded fuel cells, vehicle and genset oils plus occasional use of unleaded
petrol (Opal).
Any fuel brought to site outside of these requirements such as for drilling and mobile camp
support is stored in secure and self-bunded fuel cells of up to 2,000L capacity. Large volume
fuel (greater than 1,000L) required for drilling programs will be stored on site in an approved
fuel transportable self-bunded container.
Bulk fuel is trucked to the Wilson camp and stored at the 2 x 110,000L lined and bunded fuel
bowser facilities.
Spill kits are available at all storage points.
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
OBJECTIVES

To ensure that transport, storage and handling of dangerous goods onsite does not cause environmental harm or harm to people.
To minimise potential for land contamination.

TARGETS

No harm to environment or people resulting from transport, storage and
handling of dangerous goods.
Compliance with the required standards for the transport, handling and
storage of chemicals and hazardous goods.

ACTIONS

Hydrocarbons will be stored in appropriately bunded areas according to
Australian standards (e.g. AS1940:1993).
Any licences required for storage will be obtained.
Bunding will be inspected for damage regularly and repaired as soon
as is practicable if any damage is detected.
Hazardous substances will be stored on site in accordance with the
relevant legislative requirements and guidelines.
Key personnel will be trained in the appropriate handling of the various
chemicals/ dangerous goods to be stored on site.
Personnel working with dangerous goods will be aware of handling,
storage and disposal requirements and as appropriate, have received
relevant training.
Spill kits will be available where hazardous materials are used and
stored and personnel trained in correct use.
Refuelling shall not be done within 100 metres of a watercourse.

MONITORING

Storage facilities will be inspected regularly (at least weekly) and any
resulting recommendations and corrective actions shall be
implemented.
Records in Environmental Observations and Incident Register.

REVIEW &
REPORTING

Reporting of any incidents internally and to DPIR in accordance with
Section 29 of the Mining Management Act.
Summary of inspections to be provided in annual MMP reporting.
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2.4.7. Fire Management
Fires are banned during the course of normal field work activities but camp fires and
barbecues are permitted in designated areas under controlled conditions. To prevent the
potential for site activities to modify fire regimes with the surrounding environment the
measures detailed below will be adopted.
FIRE MANAGEMENT
OBJECTIVES

Minimise the risk of impact of fires associated with proposed activities.
Ensure that fire control practices are implemented on site to minimise
the risk of fire from site operations and bush fires.

TARGETS

ACTIONS

Ensure that ABM complies fully with its legal obligations in relation to
fire safety
No wildfires caused by exploration activities, whether deliberate or
accidental.
No Improper practices leading to unsuitable fire regimes.
No human injuries or loss of equipment/facilities from bushfires
The following guidelines are to be followed by all field personnel:
 Open fires must be dug into the ground and/or surrounded by a
low earth or rock wall to prevent spreading of hot embers and
burning wood;


Open fires must be sited on cleared ground which is barren of
vegetation over a radius of at least five metres from the fireplace;



Fires should only be used as needed for cooking;



Fires are not to be lit under windy conditions;



A shovel and/or ready supply of water must be close at hand; and



Only dead wood should be collected for fuel and fire wood should
be checked for inhabitants prior to use, e.g. lizards within hollow
logs.

To minimise risk of vehicle fire, drill rigs and light vehicles must carry fire
extinguishers and/or ‘on-board’ fire suppressant systems.
If a wild fire is encountered personnel should avoid the area and
evacuate any downwind positions. For safety reasons, ABM personnel
are not permitted to try to fight such fires as they can be highly
unpredictable.
Should a fire threaten an exploration or camp site and evacuation is not
an option, and it appears probable/highly likely that the fire will approach
the site, back-burning to reduce the amount of vegetation (fuel) in the
immediate vicinity of the site is permitted under the following
circumstances:


Move portable plant and equipment to a safe location;



Preferably select small patches of vegetation to burn individually,
one at a time. After each patch is burnt, extinguish remaining
embers to avoid ember attack on nearby surrounds should the
wind pick-up unexpectedly;



Fires are not to be lit under windy conditions. Back-burning is
best done early in the morning or in the evening when the wind
dies down;
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MONITORING



Always burn up-wind, i.e. alight vegetation only where a fire break
exists in the down-wind direction. The intention is to burn the
vegetation (and thereby eliminate the fuel) in the zone between
the site and the wild fire;



A shovel and/or ready supply of water must be close at hand for
extinguishing embers;



Ensure a line of retreat away from the fire to safe ground (i.e.
where no fuel exists);



Never attempt to back-burn alone - only do so with another team
member present; and



If in any doubt, do not attempt back-burning - EVACUATE THE
AREA.

Regular inspections of firefighting equipment to ensure that it is
serviceable.
Regular checks of undercarriage of light vehicles and cleaning, to
ensure build-up of grass is limited, thus minimising the risk of vehicle
fires and trailing spot fires.
Records in Environmental Observations and Incident Register.

REVIEW &
REPORTING

Reporting of any incidents internally and to DPIR in accordance with
Section 29 of the Mining Management Act.
Review of inspections/checks to be provided in annual MMP reporting.

2.4.8. Biting Insect Management Plan
BITING INSECT MANAGEMENT
OBJECTIVES

Avoid creating mosquito breeding sites leading to increases in biting
insect populations
Lower the potential for spread of mosquito borne disease to exploration
personnel

TARGETS

No recorded breeding of biting insects in exploration created breeding
sites
No biting insect transmitted disease infecting exploration personnel

ACTIONS










Ensure camp accommodation is screened to exclude insects.
manage project areas to minimise ponding of water
design and manage storm water drainage to avoid ponding
manage road / track / drill pad areas to avoid ponding of water
design and manage water storage structures and tanks in
accordance with the requirements of Medical Entomology Branch
(1997)
mosquito larvacides will be used in consultation with authorities
should mosquito breeding be detected
appropriate disposal of waste products; store under cover, or
insert drainage holes in containers (drums, tyres etc.)
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MONITORING




REVIEW &
REPORTING

regularly inspect demountables / buildings to repair damage to
insect screens
periodically check costeans, sumps and tracks for breeding
mosquitoes

The Project Geologist and / or Logistics Manager is to record results of
inspection for breeding mosquitoes and make recommendations on
use of larvacides
Occurrences of biting insect transmitted disease are to be reported to
Senior Geologist.
Consult with authorities (Department of Health, Centre for Disease
Control) should there be seemingly unexplained increase in biting
insect nuisance, or disease transmission

2.4.9. Erosion and Sediment Control Management
EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL MANAGEMENT
OBJECTIVES

Minimise disturbance of soil and vegetation and reduce potential for
erosion and sedimentation run-off occurring during exploration.

TARGETS

No evidence of sediment run-off outside immediate areas of
disturbance
No evidence of significant erosion resulting from exploration activities

ACTIONS

All sites


before and after photographs are required for any exploration
program, including camp sites, drill sites and access tracks

Roads and tracks









use existing roads, tracks, fence lines or open cross country
routes to gain access into a tenement or prospect area
vehicle movements are restricted to cleared access tracks and
nominated tracks
drilling traverse lines are to take a “line of least resistance”
approach to accessing each drilling location; avoiding dense or
usual vegetation, large trees, following the contour and avoiding
erodible soils, water courses and significant landforms.
broad scale clearing of grid lines is not required
a dog leg is to be incorporated into the entrance to any new track
to discourage public use
access routes are to be closed on completion of drilling by
spreading dead vegetation (where available) to prevent access by
other parties
avoid exploration activities during wet weather

Drill pads





machine clearing of drill pads is to only occur in approved areas
and as per the approved sizes.
Cross-country is preferred where possible, avoiding vegetation or
utilising solid tyres for drilling equipment and support vehicles.
clearing is to occur using raised blade techniques to preserve root
stock of any vegetation that has been cleared.
drill sample pad areas are to be positioned to avoid disturbance to
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vegetation
existing disturbance areas are to be used wherever possible.

Drilling




dust emissions from drill rigs are to be minimised using cyclones
or other means of dust suppression
excessive dust is generally due to malfunctioning equipment and
will result in immediate cessation of drilling until the fault is
rectified
When required water intersected during drilling will be discharged
to a sump.

Camps and laydown areas





MONITORING

sites for placing samples and establishing short-term camps are
selected to minimise disturbance
where possible, areas naturally clear of vegetation are to be used
if required, clearing is to be undertaken by hand and
predominantly involve removal of spinifex to allow placement of
tents and caravan
soil stockpiles should be no more than 1.5 m in height, located no
closer than 30 m of a drainage lines/watercourse.

All sites




all sites monitored are to be photographed before disturbance and
after any required rehabilitation
Project Geologist and / or Logistics Manger to conduct inspection
of active drill sites to record and rectify examples of areas of active
erosion, inappropriate clearing or other disturbance.
areas of erosion or compaction detected during monitoring are to
be rehabilitated

Cleared areas for drill lines, pads and exploration camps:




REVIEW &
REPORTING

Are photographed before and after rehabilitation work is
completed
Monitored within 6 – 12 months of completion of rehabilitation to
ensure natural revegetation occurs
Details of the rehabilitation and monitoring documented in the
rehabilitation register
Any remediation work required is scheduled immediately and
further audits for follow up determined.

All non-conformances, incidents, corrective actions and complaints are
to be documented and reported to the Environmental Manager and
Senior Geologist.
The Project Geologist is to keep a register of all non-conformances,
corrective actions, incidents, and complaints.

2.4.10. Rehabilitation Management

OBJECTIVES

REHABILITATION MANAGEMENT
To restore disturbed areas to their natural environment as far as
practicable.
To ensure exploration rehabilitation is safe, stable and non-polluting.
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TARGETS

Rehabilitate areas to support vegetation regrowth and minimise
erosion.
Drill pads and clearing to be the minimum area necessary for work
while limiting vegetation removal and deep-rooted trees.
All drill holes to be capped, no major drill spoils visible and no
contamination of aquifers, soil or surface water.
Grid lines, access tracks, camps and costeans to be self-rehabilitating
with limited erosion.

ACTIONS

Adhere to drill hole rehabilitation procedure (Appendix 2)

Drilling programs:








Before and after photographs
Drill holes to be cut below surface at minimum 40cm and
capped or plugged with cone and backfilled with soil or excess
drill spoil to limit pooling of surface water
Drill spoil to be filled in sump or down drill collar
PVC, discarded equipment and rubbish to be removed
Sumps to be backfilled and topsoil respread
Drill pad topsoil to be respread and compacted areas to be
ripped
Any hydrocarbon contaminated soil to be bagged and
removed for appropriate disposal

Access Tracks, Gridlines and Camps
 Windrows to be pulled back over grid lines and compacted
access tracks and ripped
 Natural drainage lines should not be blocked
 All survey markers and pegs to be removed
 Remove obstructions from creek beds
 Camps self-rehabilitating and removed of rubbish/unused
equipment
Costeans
 Costeans backfilled with stockpiled subsoil and topsoil (and
ripped if necessary) as soon as sampling is completed and
before next wet season.
MONITORING

12 months following drilling program one or two drill traverses will be
selected and the following will be checked:







REVIEW &
REPORTING

No rubbish
Camp/Access tracks are self-rehabilitating
Sample pads are self-rehabilitating
Sumps are backfilled and signs of revegetation
No open drill collars
No visible drill spoil

Rehabilitation and monitoring of collars and drill lines is recorded in the
rehabilitation register and documented with ‘before and after’ photos.
Environmental team to complete rehabilitation reports to be submitted
to DPIR as part of annual update of MMP.
Report any significant issues as an incident to DPIR, in accordance
with Section 29 of the Mining Management Act.
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2.4.11. Archaeology and Heritage Management
ARCHAEOLOGY AND HERITAGE MANAGEMENT
OBJECTIVES

All personnel are aware of constraints imposed by archaeological,
sacred and heritage sites

TARGETS

Exploration activities do not damage or violate constraints on activities
permitted in relation to archaeological, sacred or heritage sites
Identified archaeological, sacred or heritage sites are reported to
relevant authorities

ACTIONS

Induction will document sacred sites, areas of Aboriginal significance,
archaeological sites and heritage areas and the following requirements:







MONITORING

the Central Land Council (CLC) conducts anthropological/cultural
heritage surveys of each tenement based on the impact/intensity
of planned exploration
the CLC subsequently notifies ABM Resources NL of any
exclusion zones for protection of any identified sacred or
significant cultural sites
as required by the Deeds for Exploration and Indigenous Land
Use Agreements (ILUA), ABM will record the location of any
discovered area of Aboriginal significance and inform the CLC
sacred sites and CLC exclusion zones will be avoided
archaeological sites will be protected, avoided, not disturbed and
locations reported to the Heritage Branch of the Department of
Tourism and Culture.
locations of newly discovered historic / Aboriginal sites are to be
recorded by the Project Geologist and communicated to the CLC.

Known sacred sites, Aboriginal sites and archaeological sites will be
monitored during exploration activity to ensure none are being
disturbed
GPS devices only accessible to ABM staff will have no-go zones
loaded to avoid accidental entry into exclusion zones.

REVIEW &
REPORTING

The Senior Geologist / Environmental Manager will keep records of the
locations of all known sites, report new sites to CLC and Department of
Tourism and Culture as appropriate.
Accidental or other disturbance to sites will be recorded by the Project
Geologist and reported to the Senior Geologist and Environmental
Manager, CLC and Department of Tourism and Culture as appropriate.
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3. LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS
Table 3: Primary legislation applicable to exploration projects in the Northern Territory

Legislation

Comment

Aboriginal Land Rights Act (NT) 1976

Deed for Exploration with the Central Land Council (CLC) in respect
of tenements on ALRA land.

NT Aboriginal Land Act 1980

Requirement for permits for entry onto Aboriginal Land

NT Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act 1989

Duty to report and protect Aboriginal archaeological and historic sites

NT Bushfires Management Act 2016

Provides the framework to manage bushfires in remote terrain to
manage potential impact on staff and property

NT Heritage Act 2012

Duty to report and protect places and objects of historical and
archaeological significance

NT Mineral Titles Act 2010

Exploration Licences granted under the terms and conditions of the
Mining Act

NT Mining Management Act 2011

Authorisation issued for ground disturbing activities

Commonwealth Native Title Act 1993

Indigenous Land Use Agreement with Central Land Council in
respect of tenements on Pastoral Land

NT Plant Health Act 2008

An Act for the control of pests, certification of plant health and related
purposes.

NT Water Act 1992

An Act to provide for the investigation, allocation, use, control,
protection, management and administration of water resources.

NT Weeds Management Act 2001

Responsibility to prevent the spread noxious weeds

NT Work Health and safety (NUL) Act
2011

An act to promote health and safety in the workplace

Commonwealth Environment
Biodiversity Protection Act (1999)

The EPBC Act focuses Australian Government interests on the
protection of matters of national environmental significance, with the
states and territories having responsibility for matters of state and
local significance.

Soil Conservation and Land Utilization
Act

An act to make provision for the prevention of soil erosion and for the
conservation and reclamation of soil.

Territory Parks and Wildlife
Conservation Act 2006

An act that provides for the protection of animals and plants and the
preparation of plans of management for parks and reserves.

4. MONITORING AND REVIEW
Non-conformance and Corrective Action
Should it be found that ABM is not meeting their performance targets, corrective actions will
be initiated. This may include (but not be limited to) the following:
1. If it is found that some employees and/or contractors are not aware of the their
obligations under the environmental policy and/or do not have access to training,
awareness and management materials:
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a. Review induction policy and identify why this information is not being shared;
and
b. Update induction policy as relevant.
2. Erosion and sedimentation measures are not in place and/or are not operating
appropriately – There is evidence of erosion and/or sedimentation on-site:
a. Investigate cause of erosion and/or sedimentation;
b. Investigate why erosion and sedimentation measures are not being used or
have not been installed correctly;
c. Determine corrective actions, review erosion and sedimentation measures as
required; and
d. Implement corrective actions including rehabilitation and/or clean-up of the
affected area, as soon as practicable.
3. There has been destruction/damage to designated sites of Aboriginal significance
a. Investigate cause of impact;
b. Report to the Central Land Council and Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority
(AAPA); and
c. Ensure that actions are taken to prevent further damage.
4. Rehabilitation has not commenced as soon as works are complete and after twelve
months there is no evidence of vegetation establishment:
a. Determine possible reasons for failure of re-vegetation management; and
b. Determine additional actions that may be required to facilitate successful revegetation such as direct seeding and irrigation.
5. There is evidence of excessive clearing:
a. Determine the cause of non-conformance;
b. Report as an environmental incident to DPIR as required under Section 29 of
the Mining Management Act; and
c. Take photos of the area and then initiate rehabilitation as soon as practicable.
6. There have been reports of wildlife death, trapping or removal from the tenement:
a. Investigate incident and determine cause of non-conformance;
b. Injured wildlife are to be transported to a wildlife carer as soon as possible;
and
c. Report the non-conformance in the MMP.
7. The work areas are not maintained in a safe and tide manner, there is evidence of
spills or negative environmental impact:
a. Investigate cause of spill and mitigate as soon as practicable;
b. Report as an environmental incident to DPIR as required under Section 29 of
the Mining Management Act; and
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c. Instruct personnel in site procedures for maintaining a safe and tidy
workplace; and
d. Ensure that measures are taken to limit the likelihood of further incidents.
8. There is evidence of rubbish remaining on-site post activity:
a. Investigate reasons for non-conformance;
b. Immediately take action to clean the site up; and
c. Take further action to ensure no recurrence.
Any non-conformance is to be documented in the next MMP, including corrective actions
taken and outcomes.

5. REFERENCES
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APPENDIX 1: ENVIRONMENTAL EMERGENCY PROCEDURE

1.1. ENVIRONMENTAL EMERGENCY PROCEDURE
After a person causes, or becomes aware of an environmental incident, they must:
1 - Ensure the site is safe

First, consider personnel safety;
and if safe to do so, prevent any further environmental
impact from occurring.

2 - Notify

Senior Geologist and other services as required

3 - Follow Procedure

Follow the ABM Emergency Response Procedure

The Senior Geologist will provide written details of the notification to the Environmental
Manager who must forward the written report to the Director Mining Performance,
Department of Primary Industry and Resources (DPIR), within 24 hours of the date(s) on
which the incident occurred. Exploration employees and contractors are required to report all
environmental incidents. These include, but are not limited to:




Spills of hydrocarbons, chemicals any other potentially toxic substance greater than 1
litre
Significant discharge of saline water
Injury to, or deaths of, threatened native fauna/flora caused by exploration activity
(including light vehicles).

Field personnel are asked to report threatened species deaths and photograph the
animal/plant to confirm species identification (information of threatened species can be found
in appendix 4).
DPIR may make a written request for further details in relation to any of the incident matters
if it is not satisfied with the report provided. The Environmental Manager and Senior
Geologist will provide further details to the DPIR within the time specified in the request.

1.2. EMERGENCY CONTACTS
In the event of an incident or emergency at the site, contact may be made with the key
emergency services as required, and the Senior Geologist as identified in the list below:

Organisation

Title

Telephone Number

ABM

Exploration Manager

0439 488 703 – (08 9423 9777)

ABM

Senior Geologist

0439 324 182 – (08 9423 9777)
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Organisation

Title

Telephone Number

ABM

Logistics Manager

– (08 9423 9777)

DPIR

Director Mining Performance

1300 308 144

DPIR

Alice Springs

08 8951 8182

Fire Brigade

Emergency

000

Alice Springs
Hospital

Emergency

08 8951 7777

NT Emergency
Services
Headquarters (for
non- emergencies)

Emergency

08 8922 3630 (Darwin)

Parks and Wildlife
Commission NT –
Wildlife Callout

In the event a threatened species is
identified, Senior Geologist may contact
Parks and Wildlife NT (Alice Springs)
volunteer organisation.

0419 221 128 (Alice Springs)

NT EPA – Incidents
outside exploration
leases

Reporting an Environmental Pollution
Problem or Complaint

1800 064 567 (Pollution hot Line)

Medical
Entomology Branch
of Department of
Health and Families

In the event of a biting insect outbreak

08 8922 8901 (Darwin)

Police
Ambulance

08 8951 9300 (Alice Springs)
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APPENDIX 2: DRILL HOLE REHABILITATION PROCEDURE
Drill-hole Rehabilitation Procedure
Before and after photographs are required for any exploration program, including camp site,
drill sites and access tracks.
All drill holes are to be capped or plugged as appropriate immediately after drilling.

Reconnaissance RAB / AC Drilling
1. No rubbish left behind;
2. all collars are plugged and backfilled immediately following drilling

6 - 12 months following completion of drilling program select a representative number
of drill traverses from the program to audit the following:
1. No rubbish left behind;
2. sample pads are self-rehabilitating; and
3. drill collars have remained closed.
The selection of part of the program is based on the assumption that reconnaissance drilling
programs typically occur over very large areas and it would be very time consuming to check
every hole. Any necessary rehabilitation will be completed during the audit. If the above
audit on the selected drill traverses fails, remedial action to rehabilitate the entire drilling
program will be undertaken.

Framework RAB / AC Drilling
Immediately following completion of the drilling program check all lines to ensure the
following:
1. No rubbish left behind;
2. all collars are plugged and backfilled immediately following drilling

6-12 months following completion of the drilling program revisit all drill lines to
complete the following:
1. No rubbish left behind;
2. Bury drill spoil;
3. no open drill collars.
4. redistribute any topsoil or dead vegetation heaped on edge of cleared drill pad over
the drill spoil and collar area to promote re-seeding of vegetation;
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5. rip any compacted pads and drill lines to loosen hardened soil and promote reseeding;

If compacted areas are identified the area should be assessed and remedial rehabilitation be
undertaken including mechanised ripping/scarifying or raking of any compacted areas.
Further remedial action to rehabilitate access tracks is outlined below.

RC / Diamond Drilling
Immediately following completion of the drilling program check all drill holes to
ensure the following:
1.

No rubbish left behind;

2.

all collars firmly capped;

3.

check ground for any oil, diesel or hydraulic fluid leaks or spill - excavate and
bag the affected soil for proper disposal;

Nb. latent air pressure, dingos and people have been known to remove hole plugs, therefore
it is necessary to ensure caps are tightly sealed.

Within 6 - 12 months or upon completion of the program when spoils and collars are
no longer required:
1.

Remove or cut PVC collars below ground surface and plug with permanent
earth-filled plastic cone;

2.

dispose of PVC and remove any A-B foam from near surface;

3.

‘rip’ or rake the collar/cyclone area to smooth any drill spoil or channels and
berms excavated during the drilling;

4.

Bury or tip RC drill spoil in sump or down drill hole;

5.

backfill the hole heaping extra soil or excess drill spoil over the hole to allow for
compaction over time;

6.

infill sump using backhoe and rake flat;

7.

redistribute any topsoil or dead vegetation heaped on edge of cleared drill pad
over the drill spoil and collar area to promote re-seeding of vegetation;

8.

rip any compacted access tracks to loosen hardened soil and promote reseeding;

9.

block access tracks using natural deadwood barrier of earth bund to prevent
further vehicle access to the area.

6-12 months following completion of any rehabilitation work check all lines to ensure
the following:
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1. No rubbish left behind;
2. camp sites and access tracks are rehabilitating;
3. sample pads are rehabilitating; and
4. no open drill collars.
If compacted areas are identified the area should be assessed and remedial rehabilitation be
undertaken including mechanised ripping/scarifying or raking of any compacted areas.

For all of the above:
1. Take ‘before and after’ photographs of camp and drill site and access tracks as
a further record of the rehabilitation procedures undertaken.
2. Record rehabilitation and monitoring details in the rehabilitation register.
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APPENDIX 3: SPECIES IDENTIFICATION
DESERT WALNUT






Owenia Reticulata
Height = 4m – 14m
Bark
= often black and corky
Flowers = white (May or Oct‐Nov)
Habitat = stony ridges, red sand dunes, plains

*Of aboriginal significance as the leaves and young stems are heated then
crushed and soaked in water. The resulting liquid is then thickened and
used as a dressing/bandage. Seeds are roasted and extracted, then used to
rub on external sores.
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BLOODWOOD






Corymbia Opaca
Height = 8m – 10m
Bark
= rough and light brown
Flowers = yellow (May‐September or cooler months)
Habitat = sandy soils, alluvial areas and hillslopes

*Of aboriginal significance as ‘bush coconuts’ are used as bush tucker. The
red tree sap (kino) which oozes from bark when penetrated is used to apply
to sores or cuts and works as antiseptic. If the sap is in dried form, it can be
crushed into powder and boiled in water to be used as an antiseptic wash.
The roots store water and aboriginals would dig up the roots and drain the
water into a container.
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GREATER BILBY






Macrotis Lagrotis
Status = Vulnerable to Extinction (NT)
Size
= up to 50cm (large rabbit)
Habitat = laterite rise landforms, recently burnt areas
Threats = cats, foxes, habitat destruction

* The bilby has grey fur with long ears and a long nose, both ears and
nose are hairless and a pinkish colour. The tail is black with a white tip
and relatively long compared to the body. They can hop like a kangaroo
when moving fast but tend to move around on all fours. The bilby is
nocturnal and rests during the day in a deep burrow. A single bilby may
have a number of other burrows in the area to rest or hide while
foraging. Burrows may be in clusters of three or more and foraging
activity will be found throughout the surrounding area.
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BRUSH‐TAILED MULGARA






Dasycercus blythi
Status = Vulnerable (NT)
Size
= approx 20cm (large mouse)
Threats = cats and foxes
Habitat = mature spinifex grasslands in and around sand
dunes and sandy ridges, colonies can be located near wetter
areas such as palaeo drainage systems or drainage lines in
sandplains or sand dune habitats

* The mulgara is a carnivorous marsupial. They have brown fur with a
distinct black tipped tail. Mulgaras are generally nocturnal and live in
colonies in burrow complexes.
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